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Abstract 

The potential of Edge and IoT applications encompasses realms like smart cities, mobility solutions, and immersive 
technologies. Yet, the actualization of these promising applications stumbles upon a fundamental impediment: the prevailing 
cloud data management technologies are often hosted on remote data centers. This architectural choice introduces daunting 
challenges, including substantial wide-area latency, burdensome connectivity and communication bandwidth demands, and 
regulatory constraints related to personal and sensitive data. This talk presents our research in introducing edge-cloud data 
management that provides a framework for managing data across edge nodes to overcome the limits of cloud-only data 
management. We encounter various challenges to achieving this vision such as managing the sheer amount of edge nodes, 
their sporadic availability, and device constraints in terms of compute, storage, and trust. To navigate these multifaceted 
challenges, our work redesigns distributed data management technologies to adapt to the edge environment. This includes 
introducing design concepts in the domains of hierarchical and asymmetric edge-cloud data management, decentralized 
edge coordination techniques, and edge-friendly mechanisms to maintain security and trust. The talk includes a 
demonstration of 'AnyLog'–an edge-cloud data management solution that integrates our research findings. 
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